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Abstract—In human-robot interaction, gender and internal
state detection play an important role in making the robot
reacting in an appropriate manner. This research focuses on the
important features to extract from a voice signal in order to
construct successful gender and internal state detection systems,
and shows the benefits of combining both systems together on the
total average recognition score. Moreover, it consists a foundation
on an ongoing approach to estimate the human internal state
online via unsupervised clustering algorithms.

I. INTRODUCTION

The automatic recognition of emotions has recently received
much attention in order to build more intuitive human robot
interfaces. Relevant acoustic features from voice signals such
as pitch and energy are needed ao as to reliably recognize
emotions and human internal states. These features are, also,
highly dependant on the gender; therefore, this study demon-
strates how the extracted information of the gender could affect
the accuracy of the internal state detection.

II. DATABASE

The database used in this research is the German emotional
speech database (http://database.syntheticspeech.de/) [5] with
more than 520 voice samples for 5 men and 5 women,
discussing 7 emotional states.

III. GENDER DETECTION

The characteristic vector is based on the statistical mea-
suring (e.g. mean, variance, max, min, range) of each of
the extracted features from the voice signal (pitch, energy,
formants, and mel-frequency cepstral coefficients) [1] [2].

The results of the gender detection recognition (using Sup-
port Vector Machine (SVM)) showed that female voices (299
voice sample) are recognized with 93.3% and the percentage
of recognition of male voices (224 voice sample) is of 87.5%,
making an average score of 90.4% (see Figure 1).

IV. INTERNAL STATE DETECTION

The characteristic vector detecting the internal states is
similar to the characteristic vector used in gender detection,
but it depends only on pitch and energy [3].

The investigated internal states are: anger, boredom, disgust,
fear, joy, neutral, and sadness, which are varying in the
recognition score as indicated in Figure 2. The seven tested
internal states achieved an average recognition score of 86.4%
using the SVM algorithm.

Fig. 1: Female and Male Voice Recognition Score

Fig. 2: Internal States Recognition Score

V. COMBINED GENDER AND INTERNAL STATE DETECTION

The dependency between gender and internal state detection
indicates that the recognition score of internal states could be
ameliorated if the gender’s recognition score is ameliorated in
a similar way.

The main idea is to first classify the tested voice sample as
being male or female and then to detect the internal state of
the person as illustrated in Figure 3.

The total average recognition score is about 93%; however,
this recognition system assumed an ideal gender detection (i.e.
100%), so as to reach a total average score of about 93%
for the combined model (which is the average value between
the ideal gender’s recognition score 100% and the internal
states’ recognition score which is 86.4%). In the real case, the



Fig. 3: Combined Gender and Internal States Recognition
Architecture

accuracy of the gender detection system had achieved only
90.4% and tests’ results revealed a total average recognition
score for the combined model of about 88% (which is
approximately the average value between the “real” gender’s
recognition score 90.4% and the internal states’ recognition
score which is 86.4%).

VI. ONLINE DETECTION OF INTERNAL STATES

The need for an effective online internal state detection
system comes from the fast growing human robot interaction
applications which require the robot to be able to deal appro-
priately with different and varying internal states. Traditional
approaches for detecting internal states are based (as illustrated
in the first part of this research) on constructing a database
knowing in advance the number of clusters. However, it is
not possible to construct a good and big database including
samples for all human internal states. Thus, we can expect that
the robot will not be able to deal with different interactional
situations in an appropriate way due to an error in classifying
a new or unknown internal state.

Hence, this research tries to integrate an online clustering
algorithm to the previously constructed gender and internal
state combined detection system. The German speech database
with its 7 emotional states will be the origin of the new system,
and then new emotional states will be added to the database.
The online clustering algorithm (e.g., subtractive clustering)
will deal with the new updated database and will try to update
the number of clusters to adapt the new coming elements to
the database [4]. Subtractive clustering uses data points as
candidates for the cluster’s centers, and then it calculates for
each of the proposed cluster’s centers a density function which
indicates how the proposed cluster’s center is affected by the
surrounding points in the dataset according to the following
equation (where r is the neighborhood radius, Xi represents
the cluster point under test, and Xj represents data points):

Di =
n∑

j=1

exp(
−(‖xi − xj‖)2

(r/2)2
) (1)

The first cluster center is chosen as the point that has
the maximum density function. Afterwards, this process is
repeated until a sufficient number of centers is attained. While
repeating this process to find new cluster’s centers, all data
points are considered as candidates for the new cluster’s
centers, except the previously final calculated cluster’s center
and its surrounding (see Figure 4).

Fig. 4: 2-D subtractive clustering for the extracted features
of 2 elements of the database of emotional type: Anger. The
clustering centers presented by the black points could be
averaged to have a final cluster center for the 2 groups’ data.

Supposing a new emotional state is added to the database
which will be in this case a N-D clustering process, where
N is the number of elements in the database, the subtractive
clustering algorithm can work efficiently to precise the whole
number of clustering centers, however, the main challenge now
is to collect similar centers in terms of the possible internal
state they present into separate groups, which will facilitate the
detection of the new coming internal states to the database
if any. More results will be available by the time of the
conference, as this paper reports ongoing work in progress.

VII. CONCLUSION

This research illustrates a combined model for gender and
internal state detection. The total average recognition score of
the combined model is about 88% which could be considered
as a good score not only because of the large processed
database (i.e., all voice samples of the German speech database
with more than 520 sample), but also, because of the accuracy
of the gender detection system. The whole combined system
could be considered as a successful system.
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